
Choosing Siberia

According to a popular, dominant-culture media, low-income, inner-city schools (oh, you 
know, those typically very old buildings which the average middle-class-to-wealthy citizen never 
visited, nor even drove past): Well, those schools were understood to be...

Out there.  
Sort of like Siberia was understood to be...
Out there.  
Barren, unforgiving wastelands meant to serve only as a punishment for those regrettably 

disorganized teachers; those particularly clueless educators who simply couldn’t pull their lives 
together and get a real job.  

The kind of teacher? 
Who didn’t fit in anywhere else.  
Actually, this was sort of true.  A lot of us?
Didn’t really fit in anywhere else. 
For reasons apparently unfathomable to the mushrooming supply of loudly proclaimed 

“expert” governmental officials, deficit-promoting reformers, and your average, everyday, 
privileged-class citizen – some of us?  Oh, my; sit down, now, prepare yourself.  Some of us not 
only purposefully chose to work inside low-income, culturally-different schools? 

But honestly liked it.  
(We’ll take a minute; go ahead, get your breath back.)
Contrary to the each year more energetically proposed theory that modern-day good 

teachers – that brand-new, Presidentially-lauded brand of miracle-working youngster who could, 
somehow, magically and immediately, get those scores up – well, contrary to the theory that 
modern-day good teachers like these would only ever spend their days imprisoned inside low-
income, deficit-housing schools if offered the promise of garnering huge sums of money – well, 
the truth was that more than a few of the old-school, highly-experienced teachers “stuck” (as 
media would have it) inside low-income and often complexly diverse schools?

Were not actually there by default.  
But by choice.  
And (oh, my, this is such a huge secret I’m almost afraid to say it): 
Some of these evidently crazy, long-term loyal, community-protective, low-income 

school employees would even do it – would even go willingly into those low-scoring buildings 
daily, monthly, and yearly, over and over, and then over again, in order to interact determinedly 
and repeatedly with those inimitably diverse, complicatedly needy, sometimes defiant, and 
occasionally belligerent students: 

If you paid them less.*
(Oh, my.  You need another minute?  
We can wait.)
The craziest teachers?  Those most eccentric?  
Those who believed that they could best serve students not by embracing the “gift” of 

liberation, but by staying defiantly in their classrooms to teach?  Well, bizarrely unhelpful 
educators like these actively resisted the highly promoted gift of being “released.”  Resisting 
release, however, was not an action which the top-down authorities of modern days could equate 
in any way with an educator intelligence.  Consultants, coaches, facilitators, supervisors, 
specialists, evaluators and fixer administrators – all of them knew better.  



Refusing release time?  
Asking, demanding, and even begging to remain in school with the students?  
My, such an unacceptably self-serving behavior clearly illustrated little appreciation for, 

nor any necessary recognition of, the every day more crucial reform-mandated retraining of 
school-score-identified bad teachers.  Actively fighting against the generous gift of release, and 
demanding to stay inside the school?  

Surely this could not be equated with intelligence.  
It could, however:
Be swiftly and punitively equated with an unacceptably self-centered insubordination.

*I am not suggesting that, due to the fact that more than a few teachers teach from the heart and not for the 
paycheck, this argues any logical reason to pay them less.  In fact, in a country dependent upon more than three 
million economy-stabilizing public school teachers, offering them anything less than a carefully protected, 
longevity-loyal, middle-to-upper-class salary is simply yet another way of shooting our nation in the foot.  (And is, 
undoubtedly, one of the reasons why our country has, over the past thirteen years, become ever more crippled.)


